LIVING IN DENIAL

A

te the eategorkal stdtement on a well-known website purporting that chims by The
FORUM of continued rocism in the Old Apostolic Church (OAC) "ere tdlse". It is also an qttempt to
response

alen the memhership ta a possihle outbreak of the dreaded "Foot and Mouth" disease in
leadership circles within the Church as far as presewing its pubtic image is concerned. fuilure thus
far by Hmd Affice to dissociate i*elf from the statemeng shoutd therelore be canstrued as tacit
approwlof the antksof mgue elements,

to be the spokespersons for th€ OAC, recently categerically stated on
their website that all claims by The FORUM of continued racism in the Church "are false". The
FORUM's reaction: at best, it merely serves to reinforce the fact that the leadership of the OAC
prefer keeping the Church in a state of denial as far as its racist past (and present) is concerned.
And if you do not believe The Forum, how about a referendum regarding the issue in the Coloured
and Black comrnunities? Or, how about inviting responses from those Colcureds and Blaeks that
have (and still are) personally experienced incidents of racism in the Church? Allow the victirns to
enlighten us {incidentally, see page 3 of Die Burger of 5 March ZOIZISpin doctors who app€ar

Existing and continued division of members and congregations along racial lines in the Church is
being defined on the relevant website as "The OAC is for pra*icat reosons ond not ideological

redsons divided amangst (?J linguistic lines". Fact is that there can be no more emphatic
confirlnation of the continued existence of Apartheid (formalized racism) in the Church than these
words which could not have been better phrased, even by the architects of apartheid themselves.
This is classic Verwoerd and Vorster speak at its brilliant best, now traded by persons who obviously
voted for their policies and continue to harbour those sentiments to this very day.
Racist speak
During the late 1969's and early 7Ss, leaders of the F{ationat Party woutd invariably react as followg
when confronted over their obnoxious and evil racial policies:

.
e
r
.

No, we de not €all it apartheid; we prefer it to be regarded as separate develepment
Divisions are not effected along racial lines, but rather linguistic and cultural lines.
GrouP Areas and Homelands should not be regarded as discriminatory, but rather be seen
as acts of good neighbourliness and for obvious practical reasons

No, the dwellings of Coloureds and Blacks were not demolished by bulldozers; front-end
]oaders were used

These were the kind

of propaganda stunts that led to the failure of many diplomatic initiatives by
of the apartheid regime. Alrnost as infantile, insensitive and. distasteful as the
references often still made these days by several pea-brained "white" OAC church officers about
their "border war experiences", during sermons in front of audiences where non-white members are
present. Racism by any other name, is still racism and must certainly rate as the biggest violation of
representatives
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God's creation. lt is even worse when the charge is laid at the door of a church such as the OAC and
its apostles. Part of the leadership problem of the OAC is the unpalatable fact that it has never since

its inception been blessed with (or exposed to) the wisdom and humanity of socio-politically, liberalminded "white" leaders.
No remorse

It is no secret that after the three sister Dutch Reformed

Churches, the OAC was the staunchest

adherent to the apartheid policies of the day. At times, the various synods of the Dutch Reformed
Churches demonstrated an awareness of several of their wrongdoings and even went as far as

time. After 1994, they took the bold step of admitting their sins and atoned
for it. The OAC is on record as nst having done a single thing of this sort. Worst stitl, its leadership
continues to this day to be in denial of its apartheid (racist) past and choose not to
making amends over

entertain/tolerate any discussion/debate in this regard. The Church owes its non-white constituency
an unqualified public apology for not having spoken out against apartheid and becoming a willing
agent of the regime of the day. However, The FORUM believes that there is ample scope for a
successful class-act lawsuit against the OAC in this regard, should the need therefor arise.
What practical reasons?

the practlcal reasons far which the OAC still has to retain an evil and outdated system
in a nation that has painstakingly transformed itself into an open and peaceful democratic society?
Where does the OAC leadership derives its mandate from for the retention of apartheid in the
Church? Have members and congregations voted for it? Certainly not. Fact is that the Apostolate
have until now succeeded in keeping the masses in the OAC in subjugation through a church
constftutlod (and the fear of God) that is in conflict with the natio*at constitution as far as h*rnan
rights and good governance are concerned. No doubt, the Apostolate is on the wrong side of
history in this regard and patently out of step with universally accepted civilized norms. lt often
makes for embarrassing moments in decent company outside of OAC circles and accordingly makes
it almost impossible to counter the label of "valse apostels" (false/fake apostles). What a pity. What
So, what are

a waste.

It is also no secret that racial division and social exchange in the OAC, especially among Coloureds
and Blacks in the Cape, are worse off in the year 2O12 than it was before 1972. That is, before the
major schism (L97?l in the Church in which the late Apostle Lombard was driven out of the OAC.
Under the Apostle Lombard, Blacks and Coloureds in the Western and Eastern Cape were making
great strides towards closing the apartheid gap between them and thereby apparently raised in
some apartheid (OAC) minds the spectre of the possibility of the formation.of a formidable united
front against White rninority dominatbn in the region Fotlowing the departure of the Apostle
Lombard and the subsequent immediate absence of any apostle of colour in the region, white

.

cultural hegemony was ruthlessly imposed and measures put in place to ensure that the three racial
groups in the OAC'is for prdetical reesons and net ideolagical rffisons divided smongst tlnguistic

lines".

Black and Col<jrured cultural goods in

the OAC were subsequently, with the unwitting or
of senior non-white officers, systernati€ally suppressed and eventually replaeed
by the official "White" face the OAC is portraying today. Top leadership have since then also
ensconced themselves in a temporal comfort zone; the kind of which Jesus and his A,postles, if they
were in the flesh today, would have denounced outright and rejected with the contempt it deserves.

wittrfut cooperation
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Therefore, it is incumbent upon the Co{oured and Black communiti€s in the Church to retrieve their
cultural (temporal and spiritual) goods, revive and restore them to their former glory. The unlocking

and development of the multicultural potential within the OAC is a goal that has never been
achieved since the inception of the Church. lt is the one dimension that is required in order to turn
the OAC into that shining city on the hill. And the one dimension that holds the key to making whole
again the House of the LordHow long?
The simple question

is:

the current division an interirn measure? And if so, what operat'lona! p]an
is in place for transforming the OAC into a truly non-racial entity? And at what stage will members
and congregations be taken into the confidence of the leadership as far as this blight on the image of
the mighty OAC is concerned? Bold, visionary leadership is lacking. However, The FORUM remains
convinced that the current system of administration and leadership in the OAC is not sustainable. lt
is not only financially abortive, but also morally repugnant and religiously indefensible.
Judging by

[s

the actions and statements by senior officers in the Church, there seems to be

no

seriousness about breaking with the racist and undemocratic past of the OAC. The current power

brokers in the Church are all approaching their twilight years, meaning that they are willfully
contemplating to dump a hot potato into the laps of a younger generation. However, they seem to
forget that increasingly so Black and Coloured youths in the OAC are attending college and
university. A generation that will be resolute about taking back their Church. And if the current
generation of leaders (especially that pantkular brand of otd men who hail frorn an ultra*
conservative socio-political hue) should still persist with clinging to apartheid/racism in the OAC, it
would only, serve to postpone the inevitable and make for strained race relations later on in the
Church at a time when the whole country will have moved on. Another dismal consequence of
resistance to change and reform at this juncture would be that the current generation of OAC
leaders would be confronted in their old age by their

own aparth€id chickens that would be eoming

home to roost. And the Hell that would be waiting for them is the fact that they would have neither
the time nor the flesh to correct past mistakes and to obtain the necessary pardon from those
whose dignity and ]ives they have violated during their "ccwboy'' days, as so-called defenders of the
Faith.

Untoldharm
Transformation of the administration of the OAC is an unavoidable and an unstoppable oncoming
freight train. How do we.iustify tlre exorbitant salaries the exeeutives are pald to serve the best
interests of the Church? How long are they still going to hide behind the paltry srategies of spin

doctors and hapless apologists? The image of the Church is suffering untold harm. We are
becoming the laughing stock in many circles in the greater religious community in the country. Not
so much because of a particular doctrine we are representing, but because of an insular and archaic
system of adrninistration we are perpetrating. Are we sti[[ trying to fathom out why the "poof

a losing battle on Monday and Thursday nights? Good advice: do not
bother any further, because the answer is glaring at you- The TRUTH, for which the apostles of the
OAC are supposed to be the sole purveyors on earth, has become the first the casualty in this saga.
Under-Deacon is fighting

"Black" apostle
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And if linguistic lines is the defining feature, how come Coloureds and Whites are being kept apart
along racial lines? How about having a black incumbent as apostle for the Black community in the

lt is long overdue. Blacks currently have to suffer the indignity of being served by
"White" and "Coloured' apostles who do not even show the slightest inclination to master a bJack
language or identifying with the black culture. What an insult to a neighbour (and to God) we are
supposed to love like ourselves? Black and Coloured congregations in the Western and Eastern Cape
had their best moments of cultural exchange and fellowship, and hopes for an even better future,
under the leadership of the late Apostle Lombard until the schism of L972. Therefore, the schism of
7972 is not as clear-cut and technical as the "White" leadership of today would have us believe.
There seemed to have been an agenda; an agenda for continued whlte control. And it was possible
(for them) to putl it off at that time because it was still the heyday of apartheid, when "white
power" was the order of the day. The sensible thing to do would be to deal forthwith with the issue
of a "Black" apostle (s) for the Western Cape , otherwise it is going to catch Sonstraal Heights on the
backfoot one frosty morning and upset their precious little apple cart.
Western Cape?

Running out of options
Time is not on the side of the Apostolate as far as the transformation of the administration of the
€hurch is concerned. The financial situation of the Church is not improving, and neither the racism
baggage. lf officers outside of the apostolate would only have the courage and the necessary will to

be frank and open about the mood among the rank and file membership in the Church, top
management would learn that the "volk' (peoplelmembers] are becoming restive. They are not
scared anymore to ask bold questions, take a stand or defend their positions. The current system of
administration cannot be sustained for much longer through the deployment of an ill-equipped
corpsrof church officers whose brief it seems to be to withstand the onset of a fair and just
democratic order in the OAC.
Which means? The options and time for gradual and piecemeal reforms are running out. This is not
alarmist rhetoric by The FORUM. lt is responsible and well-intended advice coming from a source

that cannot be muzzled, as is the case with all other current formalvehicles in the OAC. lt is the lone
voice in the desert, as had been the case so many times before in the history of man and his Creator.
The comment and critique have no personal intent or racial bias. For now, The FORUM is primarily
seized with the well-being of the adrninistration of the OAC, as well as the derneanour and.
disposition of the office-bearers who chose to make it their mission in life (if not salaried careers) to
manage it.
Living in denial
For as long as dubicus spin doctors and apologlsts are allowed.to deflne the character and nature

of
the OAC, so long the Church will tread the path of defeat and ultimately irrelevance. Who would
have thought that the once great Church that came into being with such nobility in L927, would one
day have to rely on the eloquence of rodeo spin doctors to save its own skin? On the other hand,
why do we not put to the sword the responsible officer {s} at Head Office who seem to be failing in
their duties to arrest this apparent haemorrhaging in the puhlic relatians departrnent of the
Church? Highly qualified church ministers at other churches who are working themselves to death,
would give anything to earn about half the salaries the OAC is paying its top executives. And for
doing what? ls it not perhaps time for a work study and performance audit at Head Office? After all,
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the whole wortd economy is currently buffeting tough financiaf constraints. But then, who will
sanction such an audit, when the same executives undemocratically control allthe levers of power at
Head Office? Congregations/members have been reduced to the pitiful status of a pathetic group of
sojourners squabbling over the layout of the deck chairs aboard the Titanic.
Serving the best interests of the Church dictates that the immediate task Head Office ought to be
concerning itself with in order to justify the huge wage bill that is draining the coffers, as well as
trying to regain the respect of everybody in town, is:

o

Rid the OAC of the legacy of a racist past and place the Church on a new path of
reconciliation and Christian fellowship. The Church primarily comprises the members and
congregations, and not the cosy circle of officers who mostly tend to believe their own
propaganda and suffer from delusions of self grandeur

r

Clean up the administration of the Church and establish a culture of transparency,
accountability, decency and democratic governance at all levels throughout the Church.
The current system lacks the kind of checks and balances needed to obviate the scourge of
corruption in an administrative warehouse the size and nature of the OAC
Put in place credible systems, structures, processes and strategies that would ensure the
kind of growth and development needed for the Church to fulfill its apostolic mission

r
r

Establish a broadbased in*rouse training facility in order te ernpower both efFrcers and
members with a view to positioning the Church for a leadership role in this modern day and
age

Truth

How'do we always say at communlon time? Only the TRUTH shall set you free. So, how about
coming out of denial and do the right thing? Regardless of how Head Office/Apostolate view and
portray the history of the Church, the public record is quite emphatic about what went on during the
"holocaust years of apartheid" and how the apostles of the OAC responded. All the other relevant
churches, especially the godfathers of the system, have come clean and repented. The perpetration
of apartheid/racism/linguistic lines, whichever name applies, has not o*iy been declared a crime btrt
is also a grave sin according to the gospel we preach. So, what makes the leadership of the OAC
think that they are immune or untouchable in this regard?
"The answerlmvqiend", Bob Dylan sang in the 195O's (and around Lg72l, "is blowing in the wind.
The answer

f Otovline in the wind".
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(The writer is also the Secretary of The FORUM)
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